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   Energy efflciency'improvement -fo! variable speed operation ofinduction motors

by adjusting the machine parameters can be effecttvely examined under some ap-
propriate assumptions. With respect to a three phase induction motor, the optimum

rotor resistance, which yields the maximum energy efficiency with a given speed

range and load characteristic, and to a single phase condenser rnotor, the optimum
condenser aie obtained respectively. The results evatuated by the proposed method

are verified experimentally with measurements on the actual induction motors.

                      . 1. Introduction

   A cage rotor induction motor is inherently inflexible in speed when operated on a

constant voltage and frequency a.c. supply. And the standard induction motor para-

meters are designed so as to produce maximum efficiency on the load less than the

rated value.

   Nowadays, power electronics technics have been developed and consequently

the variable speed induction motor drive is being increasingly applied in industrial and

domestic loads. Efficient wide range speed control of the cage rotor induction motor

is possible when a variable voltage and frequency a.c. supply is available. While, a

certain degree of speed variation can be achieved by reduction-of the stator voltage

that can be controlled easily by means of the series connected thyristors in each stator

phase. Because of the simple circuit construction, the stator voltage control is widely

applied for a fractional horsepower motor. However, on this speed control method,

the energy efficiency of the motor is very much sacrificed.

   Some papers are represented on the improvement in efficiency of induction
motorsi)'2), but they are restricted to the energy savings in lightload conditions. This

paper deals with the optimum inductiofi motor parameters, which yield the maximum

energy efficiency, for energy efficient wide range variable speed operation with stator

voltage control. Although improvements in energy ethciency achieved by the proposed

optimum parameters are more or less 10 percent, since the fractional horsepower

induction motors constitute a significant percentage of total electric motor capacity

on use, very substantial energy savings may be possible.
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                 2. BasicConceptofEnergyEfficiency

   The induction motor speed control method by variation of the stator voltage is

essentially a slip control process. If wo denotes the synchronous angular speed and w is

the rotational angular speed, the fractional slip is defined by s = (wo - w) / wo. The

gross mechanical1 power output Po =Tco, where T-is the internal motor torque. The

total power input to the rotor, across the air gap from the stator, isTcoo. The differ-

ence between the power input to the rotor and the mechanical power output is dis-

sipated as heat losses in the rotor resistance, thus the rotor copper loss is given by

srwo.

   Speed control using an adjustable stator voltage is inherently inefficient, since

the rotor copper loss increases linearly with slip for a constant motor torque. Therefore,

on the operation of wide spread speed regulation, it may be appropriate to estimate

the motor efficiency or ratings by the energy efficiency that is the fraction of the total

electrical energy input to the motor and the total mechanical energy output of the

motor shaft.

   Fig. 1 shows a schematic operating pattern ofa motor duty. When amotor operates

in the speed range between wi to co2, the output energy of the motorinagiven duty

cycle is obtained by evaluating the product of torque, angular speed, and time for

each of the duty cycle. That is,

       wi, == Lr2r(w)･T(w)dw (i)
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Fig.1 Schematic operating pattern.
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Also, the input energy to the motor in the same duty cycle is given by

       v%= ,/bW2{r( w)･ T(w)/ rp(w)} dw (2)

                           '
where, rp(ca) is the motor efficiency at speed w .

Energy efficiency, corresponds to the speed range from w i to w2 , is defined as

        [rp]Z:-VVb/M7;×100 (%) (3)
   Eqs. (1) and (2) include motor torque that is a function of the speed. Thus, the

energy efficiency is influenced significantly by the speed vs. torque characteristics

of the load. Torque characteristic of a load is generally given as a function of speed, and

expressed by

      rL(w) == TN(wf wN)M <4)
where, TN is rated torque and (vN is rated speed ofa motor respectively, and an expo-

nent m denotes as follows:m =-1;constant power load, m =O;constant torque

load, m =1;speed proportional load, m =2;fati or pump load, and so on.

                    3. 0pimumMachineParameters

   On the adjustable speed operation of induction motors with stator voltage control,

when the speed range of operation and the load characteristic are given, energy

efficiency may be evaluated by means of Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and (4). These equations

include induction motor parameters, therefore, there might be a optimum machine

parameter which yields maximum energy efficiency for any duty cycle of the induction

motor.

3.1 Threephaseinductionmotor

3.1.1 Basic equations

   The nature of the energy efficiency improvement which is attainable can be ex-

amined by considering an idealized situation where motor parameter variations caused

by saturation and temperature rise are neglected, and voltage controller is assumed to

produce sinusoidal excitation at al1 voltage levels. Under these assumptions the con-

ventional induction machine equivalent circuit of Fig.2 is applied and basic motor

equations are derived. The internal torque of a three phase induction motor is ex-

pressed as

    T ! Wo s[(ri+{s? (i+i:;t )+ r}.t2)2+(Jui+x2+i: (xi t2- risr2)}2] '(5)

and the mQtor efficiency is given by

                                  s(1-s)r2
    7 - s2(ri (i + Zt )2+ tLti2 (i+ ;;tl)) + sr2 (i+ 2rr.i )+ r}r.t22 + Zt2(i+ ;;t;) ' (6)
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Fig.2 Conventional equivalent circuit for one phase of induction motor.

  [rp]gr
         ( m' +" 1),4f2-(1-s)m'i[s( ri(1+ i:h' )2+ t/;'lli2 (1+ ;;';)) + r2 (1+ 2.r.i )

  *?2(k/+±(i+h')]]ds (9)
   On the assumption that the magnetizing circuit parameters rm and xm are two

or more order larger than the other ones, and rm>xm, the relationship between break

down slip sT, which yields the maximum torque, and the motor parameters is expressed

aS x2=-ll-(fiti)2-ri2 (lo)
   Generally, an induction motor operates stably in the region ofisT>s)O, then the

break down slip sT defines the lower limit ofa speed range on the fixed frequency

operation.

3.1 .2 Optimum rotor resistance

   Since the characteristics of a three phase induction motor are more influenced by

   For simplicity, assume the operating time for each speed in the duty cycle to be

equal. On combining Eqs. (1), (2), (4), (5), and (6), the gross input energy and the

output energy are expressed in terms of motor parameters and slips. The resulting ex-

pression for output energy is

  Wb = T(1{lll llfl )..1+1{(1-si)M'i-(1-s2)m'i} , (7)

also, input energy is

  VPi = T(i[II ge.O). ili .Zii2 - (i-s)m-i [s( r, (i + :Z' )2 + ;:,2(i + ;;, ))

                       + r2 (i + 2.r.i )+ Z?L2(k/ + ilh (i + ;l' ))] ds (8)

where, T is total operating time, si and s2 are slips correspond to the upper speed cDi

and lower speed co2 of the operating range respectively, and sN is the rated sljp. (Here-

after speed may be expressed as corresponding slip).

   Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) in the earlier energy efficiency expression Eq. (3),

the following energy efficiency equation is obtained,

                        r2{(1-si)M+i-(1-s2)m+i}
*
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the rotor resistance than the other motor parameters, the optimum rotor resistance

that maximize the energy efficiency, expressed by Eq. (9), is investigated in this section.

   In order to generalized the fo11owing conclusions, motor parameters are represented

in the normalized form that are given by the ratios of the magnetizing reactance xm,

e.g. ri/xm,xi/xm, and etc. Physically, ri/xm gives the approximate firures ofa

motor size, and xi lxm denotes the leakage factor.

   On the operation of the upper speed si = O.05 and the lower speed s2 =sT = 1, the

influences of a rotor resistance on energy efficiency are illustrated in Fig. 3, which is

evaluated by Eq. (9). Referring to Fig. 3, the following interesting informations are

obtained :
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5 10

(1). there is an optimum rotor resistance which yields maximum energy efficiency,

(2). the optimum rotor resistance is almost constant regardless ofthe motor size when

the speed range and the load characteristics are given, and core losses are neglected,

(3). the energy efficiency with large number of ri /xm is more influenced by the rotor

reslstance
       ,
(4). and the energy efficiency is considerably related to the charactenstics of the load.

   In Fig. 4, the relations between optimum rotor resistance and speed range are

plotted for a constant torque load and for a fan load respectively. These characteristics

show that the optimum rotor resistance [r2Xxm]opt is approximately obtained as

the function of the lower speed range s2 alomost regardless with motor size (ri/xm).

They are as follows:

for constant torque load (m=O) ;[r2/xm]opt Z- O.51s2-O.Ol (11)

and for fan load (m == 2) ; [r2/xm]opt y O.26s20'5 , s2 4 O.7

                                                              (12)
                                t= O.22 , O.7< s, <1
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   The influences of the core losses on energy efficiency are Mustrated in Fig. 3 by

dashed curves which are drawn forarelatively large amount ofcore losses;foratypical

induction motor, rm Xxm = 10 "v 102 . These curves show that the core losses are results

in a reduced optimum rotor resistance, but the'decrease in energy efficiency for smaller

values of rotor resistance is little. Therefore, the foregoing results, which obtained by

neglecting core losses, might be applied for standard three phase induction motors.

3.2 Singlephasecondenserruninductionmorot

3.2.1 Basic equations

   By means of the same assumptions presented in the previous section and the

conventional equivalent circuit for unsymmetrical two phase machine shown in Fig. 5,

the following basic motor equations are derived. Stator winding impedances are

  EpG x. -I]i EN rih xm 21ils

Fig.5 Conveptional rotor equivalent circuit for

unsymmetrical two phase induetion motor.
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       zMi == ri +1'xi, and zAi = ra+7'(xa-xa), (13)

where, zMi is main winding impedance and zAi is auxiliary winding lmpedance, and

xc is the reactance of condenser at the supply trequency. All auxiliary winding

quantities are refered to main winding by the effective turns･ ratio a = AC4 XAIIM .

    Induced torque of a condenser motor is expressed as

                                          1r2
         r2 Il i2pl2 -li2 N121 .v Ix12 r2 s 2-s ･ (14)
     r= iJst s 2-sJ= wo 4x,2 +(s( lri s)+ ri )2 ' '

and efficiency is evaluated by

      ny :Po/(Il,M+.R,.)×100 (%) (15)
where, the output power of a motor Pe = rw, PiM and PiA are the input powers of

main and auxiliary windings respective!y. Relations between the break down slip and

the equivalent motor circuit parameters are obtained as

     ., = sT(2-sT){ri sT+2 ri2 (i{t i;sl.)2-(2-sT)(3sT-2)x22} . (16)

3.2.2 Optimumcondenser
   The capacity of a condenser, which is connected in series with the auxiliary winding,

influences on the characteristics of a condenser motor singnificantly, and also the

adjustment of the capacity is easier than the other motor parameters. Therefore, in

this section, the optimum reactance of a condenser at the supply frequency which

yields the maximum energy efficiency is examined.

   On the operation of the speed range between the upper speed si= O,1 and the

lower speed s2 S sT= O.5, the influences of a reactance on energy efficiency that is

evaluated by substituting Eqs. (14) and (15) to Eq. (3), are "lustrated in Fig. 6. Also,

the energy efficiency corresponds to the reactance xcb that yields balanced operation

of a condenser motor3) is plotted by o sign. By inspection of Fig. 6, the following

results with respect to the optimum reactance are confirmed :

(1). the optimum reactance can be adjusted when the speed range, the turns ratio,

the leakage factor, and the motor size are given,

(2). influences of the load characteristics and core losses on the optimum reactance are

negligible,

(3). the optimum reactance may be approximated by the reactance corresponds to the

balanced operation of the condenser motor.

    In Fig. 7, the relations between optimum reactance and speed range are plotted

for turns ratio or = 1.2 and fora = 1.6 respectively. These characteristics show that the
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Fig.6 Variation in energy effieieney wtch reactace of condenser.

optimum reactance [xcX)cm ]opt decreases inversely proportional to the lower speed

range s2, and the ratio of decrease depends almost only on the tums ratio. Ihey are

roughly expressed as fbllows,

   for

and for

a = 1･2 ; [xc/ tm]opt 2t

a = 1.6 ; [ tc/xm]opt =

-1.03s2 ,

-1.77s2 ･

(17)

(18)
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3.2.3 Experimental results

   The motor used in this work is rated 100 watt, 100 volt, 60Hz, 4-pole single phase

induction motor of which machine parameters are as follows : ri = 4 Z5 (st), r2 =

158(st), xi =x2 = 3. 14(st), ,2,=ls.1(n), xa =803(st), rm =156(st), xm = 8a2

(n), andxeb =305(st).
   The motor is operated within the speed range between si = O.15 and s2 -- O.3, and

with a constant load torque T =7.5 Kg£m. And the stator voltage is excited by typical

two sources respectively that are the auto-transformer, and the inverse parallel con-

nected thyristors whose output voltage is distored sinusoidal waveform.

   Measured and calculated energy efficiency against reactance ofcondenser at supply

frequency are illustrated in Fig. 8. Although the harmonics contained in the stator

voltage produce additional loss which offset somewhat the gain in energy ethciency,

the experimental results demonstrate that the computed optimum reactances favorably

predict the actual ones and are almost independent with the distortion of the supply

voltage, and that they might be able to approximate with the reactances which yield

balanced operation. These results verify the practical applications of the analytical

solutions proposed in this paper.

                           4. Conclusions

   Optimum machine parameters, which yield the maximum energy efficiency for

variable speed operation of induction motors are simply determined under the appro-

priate assumptions. With respect to a three phase induction motor the optimum rotor

resistance, and to a single phase condenser motor the optimum reactance of the con-

denser are obtained by the functions ofa lower speed range for any given load charac-

teristics respectively. And also, the optimum reactance may be roughly considereed to
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be the reactance for balanced operation of a single phase condenser motor.

   Although, in this paper it is assumed that the operating time for each speed in the

duty cycle to be equal, generally, the time should be given by the function of load

which varies in terms of probabilities. '
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